OSCAR VERBEEK

I aim to uncover which principles should underly future products, so they become
means for people to make the most of their life. I combine human centered methods
with a holistic view and a keen eye for technology. I photograph seagulls because of a
joke that ran out of hand, which is weird because usually I take things quite seriously. I
am an avid boulderer. Also, I’m learning how to make my own clothes.

Education
‘11 - ‘13

International Baccalaureaute English A

‘13 - ‘18

Bachelor Industrial Design Engineering @TU Delft
Honors programme modules in Personal Leadership and Design Thinking.
My bachelor thesis in which I used Vision in Product Design was awarded a 10.

‘15 - ‘16

Minor Automotive Design @TU Delft

‘18 - now

Master Design for Interaction @TU Delft
Pursuing my growing interest in design for human flourishing.

Experiences
‘13 - ‘16

Various Committees @Study Association I.D
As chairman of the Freshman Weekend I was responsible for a 3-day event in which
over 200 new students get acquainted with the faculty of IDE and each other.

‘13 - now

Various Freelance activities

‘15 - ‘16

Exterior Designer @Forze Hydrogen Racing part-time
Design and sculpture of the car, later also graphics and headlight modules. Worked in
the production team through preparation of molds, carbon layups and final assembly.

‘16 - ‘17

Technical Manager @Forze Hydrogen Racing full-time
Team planning, well-being, and priority management. Gained a lot of perspective on my
own skills and what leadership means.

‘17 - now

Workshop Assistant @TU Delft
Helping students build their prototypes. Instructor for lathe and mill.

‘18 - now

Cases @Uber, City of Amsterdam and Rotterdam, Rabobank, Zalando, Kone, GovJam
Developing (UX) strategies and concepts in a one day format.

‘19 - ‘20

Reframing Budgeting Passion Project with Frans Dijckmeester
How can one be wise and happy with the expenses they make? We envisioned new
ways of interacting with money.

‘19 - ’20

Intern Future Monitoring Sysem @Leiden University Medical Center
I analyzed the current practices and implementation of patient monitoring, and made
recommendations on moving towards possible future monitoring systems.

Skills
Hardware

Lathe, Mill, Lasercutting, 3D Printing, Design sketching, Prototyping

Software

Adobe PS/AI/ID/PR/AE/XD, Rhinoceros, Arduino, Figma, HTML/CSS

Methods

Vision in Product Design, Design for Emotion, Contextmapping

Language

Dutch, English (near native), German (ein paar Wörter und Sätze...)

Oscar Verbeek
2628CL 98, Delft
+ 31 (0) 6 102 883 43
hi@oscarverbeek.com
www.oscarverbeek.com

